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Feature:
Retail design

The multi-optional consumer today is picky, self-determined, excellently
informed and well embedded in their digital and communication networks.
To get their attention and loyalty, brands and retailers face a challenge.
A clever storyline, an attractive combination of sales channels, more
specialisation and services, curated retail space, a multi-sensory approach
at the point-of-sale, and a distinctive, unique market presence are on top of
their to-do’s. How do both small and big retailers face that challenge and
what do the best practices look like? Answers could be found at the annual
conference, Exploring Retail, held in Düsseldorf in June 2015.
By Susanne Weller.
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W

e as human beings want to touch, to feel and be moved
by our senses, then it belongs to us. We are looking for
inspiration as well as social exchange and locally, for
instance, we find it in a store. Inspiration at a distance
is somehow difficult. Fashion labels often assume a
pioneering role in this field, but not surprisingly, Apple,
as the only technology provider (the others are mainly
on the internet) has joined the fashion flagship stores
in Düsseldorf’s amazing new shopping destination “KöBogen”, which was designed by Daniel Libeskind. Museumlike with high walls, in a futuristic design flooded with light and structured,
curated areas (such as the product proficiency placements at the entrance) that
means one artefact group per table and an accurate presentation of each product
at a 70° angle, plus the Family Zone for workshops and the Genious Bar for quick
repairs. The check-out? Well, it’s gone mobile, done by iPhone. The store concept
is more than successful: Apple leads the US ranking list with more turnover per
square foot than Tiffany’s.
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Stories are the strongest driver of
our evolution
Emotional stories affect the
whole of the brain but facts
affect only a part of it, according
to neuroscientists. On a totally
different scale than Apple, a
small owner-managed shop in
Düsseldorf brings its successful
story to life: “Madeira Drive“, the
biker Eldorado, includes a HeritageStore, a café, an art gallery and
a workshop. The store was born
out of the garage and the owner’s
community – passionate bikers
of course. The interior-windows:
taken from a pigsty. The presenter:
from former GDR music supplies.
The scent design (smell sells!): oil
emanating from the workshop.
While the Harley gets repaired,
men either drink coffee or shop.
The brand name: taken from the
owner’s favourite film and album,
Quadrophenia from The Who.

Another nice men’s playground is “Butch”:
equipment for ambitious hobby chefs.
The shop is designed as a warehouse, with
heavy-duty shelving, euro-pallets, and a
stainless steel kitchen for cooking on site.
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Successful customer experiences
Customers today look for authentic experiences, for an atmosphere that invites
them to stay but is at the same time new. “Bob & Mary” is a new Burger Bistro in
Düsseldorf started with the objectives of being outstanding in taste and design.
The two protagonists and eponyms, “Bob the Bear” and “Mary the Little Bird”
are reflected in the corporate image as well as in many details in the interior,
including the differing male and female design elements.

Besides the topics of food and health, culture and art are big drivers of customer
experience in retail. Exciting examples include the exclusive new Dior 6-floor
flagship boutique in Seoul, now Asia’s largest store, designed as a monumental
dress. And the populace version: the Ikea Street Art Pop-up Store in Amsterdam.
The `community´ makes us move and adhere to the brand’s world. Particularly
the big sports brands play on this consistently. Just think of the Pharell Williams
community and the Adidas collection, or the Nike Run Club. Community
or Neighbourhood Stores are parallel concepts. With its Berlin Flagship
Neighbourhood Store, Adidas has brought neighbourhood values to the Berlin
retail scene.

There are marketing driven stores and sales driven stores. A Flagship Store is not
designed for the onsite profit; it is just a huge marketing tool. Have a look at the
Puma Flagship Store in Osaka where the customer experience is foremost whilst
the products themselves are of minor importance. The same applies to the Pirelli
Store in Milan which opened in 2015; it’s not about tyres anymore. Or the Stuart
Weitzman Flagship Store designed and realized in 2014 by Zaha Hadid Architects.
Within the Flagship Stores there are Performance Stores like the Nike Fashion
Island Experience Store in Newport Beach, where you can test the products by
following Nike’s store claim: come run with us.
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shop with your smartphone when the doors are closed. And whoever has
dreamt of shopping on the beach could have had this in Schrevingen in the
Netherlands, where H & M constructed a wooden container Pop-up Store
on the sand.

Conveying attitude to lifestyle – the Concept Store
A Concept Store is an unusual combination of product ranges and
brands. You visit a concept store to get surprised. The cross selling
approach takes its origins from the United States. It promotes life
and lifestyle, playing its game in the fields of luxury, design, sports or
handicraft. The Soho House Concept Store in Berlin offers everything
from fashion and furniture, hairdressing and pedicure, to vinyl and UK
floristry, plus workspaces and hangout areas to meet and network in a
stylish ambiance. The brand itself is not visible; the concept lives from
the assortment, the atmosphere, and the storytelling.

Ethics and aesthetics can be merged together – this is the credo of
the House of Naïve in Vilnius, Lithuania. Sustainable clothes, shoes
and chocolates reach the consumers’ hearts in the clean, chic design.
The Merci Concept Store in Paris not only gathers the best of fashion,
design and items for the home in a stylish 1 500m2 location, but also
fuels an endowment fund to finance education and development
projects in Madagascar.
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Pop up in the City!
A Pop-up Store is normally run by one brand only. It lives from its artificial
scarcity and temporary character. A mega cool location, which makes you
feel that you will miss something if you don’t go in, is a decisive criterion. The
advantages: low costs, high sales, media-effective and a high brand building
factor. It is ideal to test products, locations, or markets, and a low cost way
to start up a business. Other brands use Pop-ups to create commitment.
Surprise the customers: Nike’s oversized shoebox Pop-up store in New York,
which is completely digital outside, changes design at night, allowing you to
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Let’s dada – let’s play
The German Ippolito Fleitz Group
created a new brand presentation for
the Chinese dada jewellery and planned
for 350 stores, transforming women’s
multi-faceted nature into a store design
as a real gem, tailored to their particular
cultural background. Chinese girls
have many more romantic ideas than
European girls. The Eiffel tower, long
distance journeys… young Chinese city
dwellers have a very stressful life, and
reward items are extremely important
to them.
The dada store concept implements
the mix-and-match character of the
brand in a spatial sense through the
use of an enchanted forest. The young
target group is guided through this
magical wooded area trying on different
pieces of jewellery and discovering
new inspirations along the way. The
playful approach towards combining
individual pieces of jewellery means
that each woman can highlight her
own individual characteristics. This
basic principle is pursued in the design
through an individual facet pattern,
abstract silhouettes and a photo shoot
in which a model reinvents herself
again and again. The concept plays with
the expectations, which are not always
matched: the busts are round, the male
staff are dressed in skirts...

The keer brand is a comparable
approach for the “older” Chinese woman
in her twenties. The design plays with a
backlit, springtime and garden setting,
transforming it into valuable street
store jewellery.
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Beyond the global brands: inventive owner-managed retailers
KARE Design in Munich has been awarded “Store of the Year 2015” in
Germany.

It stands out due to its exceptional location in a former power station, with
80m chimneys and 10 000m2 of lifestyle furniture. In this architecturally
sophisticated building, KARE succeeds with an outstanding product
presentation – about 200 mono labels in a perfect combination of online
and offline trade. “About 80% of the customers research furniture online
first,” says KARE CEO Peter Schönhofen. That is why he is focused: “Mobile
first! Our story is told on and offline.”

He started 34 years ago as a student and now has partners in 40 countries
and an export share of 75%. He has had a presence in Accra since 2011 and
in Abuja since 2012. The store is open 24/7, although in Germany sales are
forbidden on Sundays, but customers can buy over their smartphones via
the QR code. Digital signage is visible all over the store, from mega screens
and totems, to huge blinds outside on the façade with changing slogans and
customer statements. At the entrance, a lockable mobile phone charging
station is an additional service, as is the `open till late´ restaurant. YouTube
shows KARE videos from all over the world.

“

There are hotspots in Africa with
best growth opportunities for our
brand. KARE appeals to a young,
open-minded and communicative
audience and there are more and
more in these countries. That
our brand is working there is
certainly due to the distinctive
design of our stores as a “living
theatre.” As very successful
also reveals to be our wide
assortment of furniture, lighting
and home accessories that
reflects a colorful mix of cultures
– KARE Design CEO, Peter
Schönhofen

”

Cycle your way
Another example
proves that ownermanaged companies
suffering from online
retail’s growing
market share show
new self-confidence
and invest in digital
enhancement of their
stationary business.
Rose Bike Store is
another winner in
the `Store of the Year
2015´ competition.
The founder family
started 30 years ago
with a shop and mail
order business, which
still makes up 80%
of their turnover.
Their USP from the
beginning was to
offer the opportunity
of customizing the
bike design. Today,
their credo is that the
customer does not
think in sales channels
but is interested
in a continuous
shopping, or user
experience, which
they are consistently
and successfully
implementing in the
store. This includes
state-of-the-art digital
interactive solutions
such as huge screen
visualizations of
tailor-made bicycle
configurations.
The 300m2 Munich
showroom concept
that exhibits just 25
out of 180 models,
also offers a lot space
for events and test
rides, which makes
the store visit a great
experience.
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Digital mom-and-pop store
”Emma’s Enkel” is a unique 120m2 multi-channel grocery retail concept combining
the atmosphere of a traditional German “Tante-Emma-Laden”(corner shop), with the
amenities of an online shop and the assortment of a supermarket, including fruit and
vegetables. You can either buy offline, online, by phone or in the “Gute Stube”, a cosy
lounge equipped with iPads where you can place your order then simply relax until
everything is packed and ready for takeaway or delivered to your favourite destination.
Another option is the QR Code wall outside the shop displaying more than 400
products. Emma’s Enkel stands for good things from the past meeting the advantages
of today’s high-tech requirements.
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Conclusion
There are many multifaceted, exciting new ways of creating shopping experiences
in all parts of the world, both online and offline. Store design is undergoing
exhilarating fine tuning and developing hybrid concepts. Trends are always
creating counter-trends and thus offline retailing regains its fascination and
attraction; it allows a playful integration of urban realities and communities,
for which the growing number of community and neighbourhood stores are
wonderful proof. The relationship between brand to consumer has changed; the
consumer wants to participate. So let’s stop talking only about the brand, the
buying decisions are generated in many other ways. AD
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